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To answer the call of Schlunke and Healy for a ‘utopic politics that might bind species in new
ways precisely because we are together in a time of multiplying extinctions’,1 let us consider
the usefulness of ghosts—not metaphorical ghosts, nor even metaphorically useful ghosts, but
the ghosts described in accounts of ’visitations’.2 Folklorist Gillian Bennet suggests that while
‘ghosts’ are a strange, threatening intrusion on the domestic, 3 visitation describes the return
home of something lost: a keeping by, and being with, of the dead with their living.4 The other
term for this is witness encounter. Contrary to expectations in parsing that phrase, the stress
falls not on the living percipient: ’it is the living who are the object of a witnessing’ by the dead,
that ‘great cloud of witnesses encompassing us’ (Hebrews 12:1).
I have lately been studying that great cloud, and what looms out of it—in the shape of the
exchange of post and comment on the reddit subsite r/paranormal. Many of the first-person
accounts of paranormal experience there tell of visitations, although the familiar presences
encountered in bedrooms and kitchens and living rooms aren’t necessarily human family
members.5 This data is vital for undoing the overwhelming anthropocentrism of studies of
ghosts and visitation. Postings to r/paranormal about the return home of the dead pet show
the persistence and potency of the human-animal domestic bond. The postmortem return
of a pet has a consolatory function, but the account goes beyond consolation when it is
narrated or construed as the pet reassuring its person that it’s ok that its dead — that, in those
final weeks or days of its suffering, the decisions made on its behalf were the right decisions,
made at the right time—up to and including euthanasia.6 The story of a pet’s revenant return
signals postmortem absolution by the animal of its owner for the circumstances of its dying. In
the exchange of post and comment what is performed is a tense dialectic about guilt and
responsibility and the affective complexities of the human-animal domestic relationship.
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According to historian Kathleen Grier, the complexity of that relationship derives from
the rise since the later 19th century of a ‘domestic ethic of kindness’ that ‘encouraged people to
think more deeply…about animals as individuals’,7 and an attendant ‘proxemics of pet-keeping’
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defined by close co-habitation, intimate affection, and a ‘neofamilist’ folding in of the animal
into the domestic routines of home. 8 While the domestic ethic of kindness originated within
the home it also extended beyond it, underpinning activism about kindness to animals more
broadly—including the lost, strayed, feral and mistreated animals that routinely outnumber
their luckier brethren. As an ethical project, ‘the domestic ethic of kindness to animals was
grounded in a broader set of cultural concerns about defining good relations within families,
between men and woman, and between the powerful and the powerless’.9

There is a lesson to be learned from this genealogy, and from the witness encounters
described in accounts of the visitation of the familiar human dead, and of the return home of
a beloved pet. I use the term genealogy pointedly, both in its Foucauldian sense, and alluding
to the ‘hobbyist’ pursuit of genealogy: when people seek their dead, actively forging bonds
by doing so.10 That we, the living, might be the object of a witnessing by the dead is a useful
way of thinking at this particular juncture—and even more so if we see among that great,
encompassing cloud all of our animal witnesses. The planet is a home we share; and the losses
that we suffer here are intimate ones, of grievable lives. Accordingly, we should practice in this
home of ours a domestic ethic of kindness: in the hopes of grace, and of a forgiveness that’s
not divine but personal.
It’s often said that the dead greatly outnumber us—and so they do. The air—emptier
than ever before of insects11 and of birds12—is thick with ghosts. We are together in a time of
multiplying extinctions. The dead are here, right by us. And they are watching to see what we
do.
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